In Memoriam

Tribute to Anne Bertrand (1978–2018): Neuroradiologist, scientist, teacher and friend

Abstract

Anne Bertrand passed away on March 2nd 2018. She was in a touring-skiers group led by a guide and swept by an avalanche in the French Alps. This paper is a tribute to Anne and an attempt, by some of her closest colleagues, to provide an overview of her major contributions.

Anne Bertrand was a rising star of the neuroimaging community who traced innovative paths at the interface of basic science and clinical neuroradiology. From the very beginning of her career, she had been interested in the cross-fertilization between research and medical practice. After an MD and a specialization in neuroradiology, she prepared a PhD in preclinical imaging at the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and at New York University. She was then appointed as Senior Neuroradiologist (at the Pitié-Salpêtrière and then Saint-Antoine Hospital in Paris) and Associate Professor (Sorbonne University). Simultaneously, she continued to develop her research activities in the ARAMIS Laboratory at the Brain and Spinal Cord Institute (ICM).

Her main field of interest was neuroimaging of dementias. In a short time, she made important and exceptionally diverse contributions to the understanding, detection, diagnosis and tracking of these disorders (including Alzheimer’s disease and fronto-temporal lobar degeneration) using advanced multimodal neuroimaging techniques. They will be a source of inspiration for all of us. Anne was not only an outstandingly bright scientist but also enlightening by her personal qualities: joy, openness, kindness and generosity.

Introduction

Anne Bertrand (Fig. 1) passed away on March 2nd 2018 and the neuroimaging community lost one of its most prominent rising stars. She was an outstanding clinical neuroradiologist, a dedicated teacher and a rigorous and creative scientist. Her short career was filled with encounters that led to very diverse, rich and fruitful collaborations and friendships. She was particularly implicated in the care and management of patients with neurodegenerative disorders. Her medical training included neuroradiology of course, but also general neurology and neuropathology, demonstrating a genuine and broad interest as well as a great open-mindedness. She performed her Master of Science and later her PhD between France and the USA on animal models of Alzheimer’s disease. After her PhD, she focused her research at the interface of computer science and medicine when she joined the ARAMIS Laboratory at the Brain and Spinal cord Institute (ICM). She tutored many students both in medicine and science alike always with a shared respect. She loved every aspects of her job and it truly showed to everyone who knew her. The pleasure of working with Anne was always mutual. This tribute article recapitulates the importance of her work so it may serve as a model of achievement to strive for. We also aim to testify to her family and friends the importance of Anne’s contributions to science and medicine, and the inspiration that she was for all of us.

Her medical and scientific career

Anne first studied at Bichat Hospital and University Paris 7 Diderot Medical School where she early developed a taste for medical imaging. Her successful results at the “Internat” national competitive exam (39 out of more than 3000 participants) allowed her to do her residency in radiology in Paris hospitals (including Pitié-Salpêtrière, Sainte-Anne and Foundation Rothschild hospitals). However, she chose to pass the first six months of her residency in the Neurology Department of Dr T. de Broucker (Delafontaine Hospital, Saint-Denis) where she developed a passion for neurology that never diminished. During her residency, she wrote a neurology textbook for medical school students considered a reference in its domain that was re-edited three times [1]. She was also influenced by six months in the Neuropathology Department of Profs. J.-J. Hauw and C. Duyckaerts (Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris) where she acquired a taste of the microscopic features of the central nervous system. She later aimed at reconciling neuropathology and neuroimaging by implementing a histological magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device at the ICM to acquire microscopically resolved MR images of Alzheimer’s disease histological slices.

In 2007, while finishing her medical training, Anne embarked on graduate studies at the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) to deepen her exposure to research. She quickly implemented imag-
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ing protocols at the microscopic level to visualize amyloid plaques (one of the lesions of Alzheimer’s disease), microhemorrhages and microanatomical changes associated to aging. She was among the first scientists to generate images at NeuroSpin, a cutting-edge neuroimaging research center dedicated to high field MRI that had just opened at the time. Anne subsequently expressed interests in pursuing her graduate training in New-York, a city she loved. As part of a PhD thesis co-directed by French and US teams, she joined the laboratories of Drs. Einar Sigurdsson and Youssef Zaim Wadghiri at the New York University (NYU) School of Medicine with the overall goals to develop imaging biomarkers devoted to test treatments against Tau pathology (another lesion associated to Alzheimer’s disease). This project perfectly fitted her continuous drive to combine basic research with the long-term goals aiming at effective clinical outcome. Her relentless efforts led her to devise a robust imaging protocol based on manganese enhanced MRI (MEMRI) to quantify non-invasively neuronal transport in living subjects. During the same period, Anne naturally took part to ongoing efforts that her NYU colleagues at the Wadghiri lab were devoting to the microscopic characterization of tissues.

From November 2011 to October 2014, Anne Bertrand worked as “Chef de Clinique Assistant” (CCA = Fellow) in the department of diagnostic and functional neuroimaging of the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital. In this position, she was incredibly active in the three parts of the work: clinic (neuroradiology), teaching and research. For the clinical part, she was an excellent neuroradiologist with always a very precise and accurate diagnostic. She was also (very) hard working. She was on call five days a month. She was also involved in the organization of the medical planning of the department, which was a difficult task. She had an intense teaching activity at Sorbonne University medical school and mentored radiology residents of the department. When she was CCA, the medical school started sending 6th year students in the Neuroradiology Department (externs). She developed for them (and with them) an extremely interesting activity. She gave every student the objective of submitting a clinical case to the American Journal of Neuroradiology (AJNR). The medical students where fascinated to observe that their work was accepted and published in this high-level international journal. She succeeded to publish with the medical students more than ten clinical cases. In November 2014, she was appointed Senior Neuroradiologist (“Praticien Hospitalier”) in the Neuroradiology Department of the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital. When a PET/MR was installed in the Nuclear Medicine Department in October 2015,
Anne was enthusiastically involved in starting this new activity. She was very creative about exploring the possibilities offered by this new system. It was the beginning of a rich collaboration between nuclear medicine physicians and neuroradiologists.

In 2013, she joined the ARAMIS Laboratory at the Brain and Spinal Cord Institute (ICM), within the Pitie-Salpetriere hospital, to continue her research career in parallel to her clinical activities in the department of neuroradiology. Quickly, it became clear to her colleagues that she had outstanding scientific and personal qualities. Within ARAMIS, Anne investigated a new scientific area: the application of advanced computational techniques to neuroimaging of dementia. In 2016, she obtained a secondment at INRIA (the French National Institute of Computer Science) to be able to dedicate half of her time to research within ARAMIS and develop a research program on imaging of fronto-temporal lobar degeneration. At that time, she also officially supervised her first PhD student, Junhao Wen.

In September 2017, she joined the Radiology Department at Saint-Antoine Hospital in Paris. Her task was to manage activities in neuroradiology in this hospital where a Stroke Center had been recently implemented. She was recruited as a University Associate Professor and it was foreseen that she would become a full Professor of Radiology within a short delay. She was working within a general radiology team, and managed the neuroradiological activities with the very flexible behavior that is necessary while working in a multidisciplinary team. Within a short period, she became an essential team member, obviously highly appreciated by the neurologists, but also by all the other members of the Radiology Department. She promptly revised all imaging acquisition protocols, launched several research projects and organized a team. Simultaneously, she continued her research activities as part of the ARAMIS Laboratory at the ICM.

Main scientific contributions

MRI in acute stroke

During her 6-months internship at the Sainte-Anne hospital (Paris), Anne participated actively to clinical research focused on MRI in acute stroke. At that time, the French Society of Radiology’s guide to good use of medical imaging examinations already recommended MRI as the first-line examination for imaging cerebrovascular events or disorders. She first wrote a pedagogic article aimed at physicians involved in stroke patients’ care who were unfamiliar with MRI [2]. This publication highlighted the main traps in the MR images when stroke is suspected and provided the technical tips and knowledge necessary for an optimal radiological report. Never defeatist, Anne was convinced that it should be possible to improve the accuracy of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in patients suspected of transient ischemic attack (TIA), by simply increasing image quality. She hypothesized that this would allow the detection of tiny ischemic dots. She set up a new DWI MR sequence and showed that it decreased the rate of false-negative DWI in a series of consecutive TIA patients. By increasing MR image spatial resolution and signal to noise ratio, the so-called optimized DWI sequence could detect tiny bright dots on DWI in patients with transient neurological symptoms. This sequence is still in use 10 years later, and many patients with transient deficit benefited from a definite diagnosis of ischemia, thanks to Anne’s publication [3]. Since that time, more than 20 other research groups have relied on Anne’s work to further improve DWI for the detection of ischemic lesion in TIA patients and help understand the role of MR in the management of patients suspected of TIA.

Throughout her medical career, Anne continued to be particularly active in clinical research within neuroradiology departments. She was involved in the evaluation of advanced imaging protocols and post-processing techniques to improve neuroradiological practice. In particular, she contributed to the evaluation of a new phase processing technique for the detection of cerebral microbleeds [4]. She also published various reviews and case reports (e.g. [5–12]), including the discovery of a new fire hazard for MRI systems [13].

Preclinical imaging of Alzheimer’s disease

Dr. Anne Bertrand was very active in the development of preclinical imaging protocols to follow-up Alzheimer’s pathology, a topic that she discovered during her Master of Science and PhD at CEA (French Atomic Energy Commission) and New-York University (NYU). First, she implemented MRI microscopy protocols to detect amyloid plaques, one of the lesions of Alzheimer’s disease. She proved that a protocol based on the in vivo infusion of Gadolinium can detect amyloid plaques in mouse models of the disease [14], in primates [15] as well as in human brain specimen. She further used the Gadolinium-staining microscopy technique to detect cerebral micro-hemorrhages and to demonstrate age-related hippocampal reorganization in primates [16]. Her eagerness to develop new biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease pushed her to work on the detection of tauopathies, the second lesions of Alzheimer’s disease. In 2007, Dr. Sigurdsson had just discovered new immunotherapies targeting tau lesions [17] and biomarkers were required to follow-up therapy efficacy. To this end, Anne Bertrand established a novel imaging protocol based on manganese enhanced MRI (MEMRI) that aimed to characterize non-invasively neuronal transport properties in mice [16,18]. The strategy she devised proved very effective in demonstrating the first direct in vivo evidence of an association between tauopathy and neuronal transport in genetically engineered mice [19]. The same in vivo monitoring protocol helped demonstrate the regulation of neuronal transport by Tau immunotherapy. Some of her groundbreaking results were featured at the 2012 Alzheimer’s Association meeting in Vancouver, BC [20]. Dr Bertrand subsequently took advantage of the high sensitivity exerted by several homemade MRI probes to push the limit of the microscopic characterization of tissues. Anne’s countless efforts led to French National Research Agency and “Brain & Spine Institute” grants to pursue these studies.

Neuroimaging of fronto-temporal lobar degeneration

Soon after joining the ARAMIS Laboratory at the Brain and Spinal cord Institute, Anne developed new research activities on neuroimaging of genetic forms of fronto-temporal lobar degeneration (FTLD). These are developed in collaboration with Dr Isabelle Le Ber, neurologist. Genetic forms of FTLD are a particularly exciting area for developing neuroimaging biomarkers. Indeed, major genetic mutations causing the disease have been recently identified. Biomarkers are needed to assess future treatments targeting the presymptomatic phase of the disease. Expansion in the gene c9orf72 is major mutation causing both FTLD and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The PREVDEMAL5 study aims to characterize the pre-symptomatic phase of the c9orf72 disease. Based on this cohort, Anne demonstrated, for the first time, that cognitive, anatomical (based on T1-weighted MRI) and microstructural (based on diffusion MRI) are detectable very early in the disease course, in carriers before 40 years of age [21]. In a follow-up paper with her PhD student Junhao Wen, she assessed the potential of an advanced diffusion imaging technique, called neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) for detecting alterations. This technique allows disentangling different forms of diffusion alterations. The study showed that reduction of neurite density is the main type of white matter alteration in the pre-symptomatic phase of c9orf72

Junhao Wen.
and between people. Her sharp intuition allowed her to understand that dams can also be used to cross the river. Anne loved bridges and those who build dams. One day, somebody discovered that progression models. Last but not least, a firm believer in the value of machine learning for decision support in dementia. One study showed that machine learning can help in the symptomatic phase of genetic forms of FTLD. Anne’s contribution was decisive to understand the needs of this target audience of Clinica is neuroscientists or clinicians conducting clinical research activities, she also actively took part in the methodological and technical developments. At the interface of computer science and medicine, she was instrumental in the development of a research program within ARAMIS dedicated to the construction of disease progression models. Last but not least, a firm believer in the importance of Open Science, Anne contributed to the development of a comprehensive open source framework for image analysis and automatic classification from multimodal MRI and PET data.

Memories of Anne

Anne was a bright scientist and clinician. She was a person of outstanding intelligence and the most wonderful human being.

She wrote that “the world is divided in two: those who build bridges and those who build dams. One day, somebody discovered that dams can also be used to cross the river”. Anne loved to build bridges between fundamental research and clinical applications, neuropathology and MRI, computer science and medicine, and between people. Her sharp intuition allowed her to understand scientific approaches far from her background and enrich them with fresh perspectives and new directions. Anne was generous in friendship and was a bridge between many very different persons who all had in common a true friendship for her. She could spend countless hours sharing her knowledge with students and fellows and everyone who met her is indebted to her. She was an inspiring person and her contact and foresight have inspired our researches and will continue to inspire them a long time.

Anne was the kind of person who makes you want to come to work every morning. Whether you wanted to discuss science, pedagogy or a patient’s case she was always available with a smile on her face. She was also a great person to relax, or share a laugh with. In addition to her aforementioned academic achievements, she was an artist, a musician, an esthete. To celebrate great occasions, she was prone to cook herself for 30+ people or to play the accordion. As her childhood friends commented at her funeral ceremony, “we all feel and related to an underlying Alzheimer’s pathology and do not affect language/cognitive impairment. At the interface of computer science and medicine, she was always available with a smile on her face. She was also a great person to relax, or share a laugh with. In addition to her aforementioned academic achievements, she was an artist, a musician, an esthete. To celebrate great occasions, she was prone to cook herself for 30+ people or to play the accordion. As her childhood friends commented at her funeral ceremony, “we all feel and related to an underlying Alzheimer’s pathology and do not affect language/cognitive impairment.
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